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PUBLIC REASONSFOR ABOLITION
AND RETENTIONOF THE DEATH PENALTY*
Peter J. van Koppen, Dick J. Hessing,
and Christianne J. de Poot
This article comparcs attitudes toward capita! punishmcnt in the United States and in Europe.
Views on the death penalty in theNetherlandsare disc11SSed
, and similarities are drawn with opinions
held throughout Western Europe. Data from several nations are comparcd, and the article examines
why somc countries rctain the death penalty while most do not. The authors conclude that differences
across countries may be explained by different political structurcs. Specifically, countries with two
politica! parties are more likely to rctain the death penaltythan countrieswith multiple politica)parties.

A Gallup poll conducted in June 2000 revealed that 66 percent of the population
of the United States were in favor ofimposing the death penalty for murder . A May
2001 poll conducted by the Pew Research Center for People and the Press also
reported that 66 percent of Americans supported capital punishment (Kohut, 2001 ).
These polls show that support for the death penalty is slightly down in the United
States compared to 1994 polls that showed support at 80 percent. Even with this
slippage, the U.S. is at odds with most of the developed world. In fact, in most
countries around the world, the trend is toward abolition of the death penalty, and
there has been a remarkable increase in the number of abolitionist countries in the
past two decades (Hood, 2001) . In Western Europe, the death penalty has been
abolished, many years ago in some countries. Support for the death penalty in the
U.S. is difficult for most Europeans to understand ("Europe 's View of the Death
Penalty," 200 l ), especially at a time when some U.S. policy makers have called for
a moratorium, and the unjustness of the death penalty has been widely reported in
the American media.
In this article, we examine the reasons why reintroduction of the death penalty
in Europe, compared to the United States, is highly unlikely . Views on capital
punishment in the Netherlands are discussed as typical for most Western European
countries. We then present quantitative data on the Netherlands and the United
States and undertake a worldwide comparison to assess the reasons why some
countries still retain the death penalty.
'The authors thank editor Michael S. Vaughnand thrce anonymousrcviewers for their comments on an earlier
draft of this article.
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A IDSTORYOF ABOLITION
During the course of the Middle Ages, the first resistance against the death
penalty emerged in Europe (Willems, 1994). Since that time, resistance has only
grown , to such an extent that most Western industrialized countries abolished the
death penalty between the middle of the nineteenth and the middle of the twentieth
century, either in practice or by law (Hood, 1996), with the United States the most
important exception (Baird & Rosenhaum, 1995).
Many arguments have been put forward against the death penalty. The first
well-known criminologist who explained these arguments may have been Cesare
Beccaria (1764/1963). With very few exceptions, Beccaria considered the death
penalty to be neither just nor effective. Subsequent research supported Beccaria's
position. The death penalty does not have a general deterrent effect on murder
(Bailey & Peterson, 1994, 1999; Peterson & Bailey, 1991; Waldo, 1981 ). Some
researchers did find such an effect (Ehrlich , 1975, 1977; Phillips, 1980), but others
found a brutalizing effect, i.e., an increase in homicide rates after executions took
place (Bowers, 1988; Bowers & Pierce, 1980; King, 1978). Tuis Jatter, counterintuitive effect is usually explained by the fact that, in imposing the death penalty ,
a government broadcasts that there is a right to inflict death upon those who commit
serious wrongdoing (Amsterdam, 1982; Bedau, 1982; Bowers , 1984). An
explanation for these mixed results on the effect of the death penalty on murder
rates is given by Cochran, Chamlin, and Seth ( 1994), who demonstrated that
executions might have a deterrent effect on some types of homicide, e.g., nonstranger felony murders, and a brutalizing effect on other types, e.g., argumentbased murders ofstrangers (Bailey, 1998; Cochran & Chamlin, 2000). Finally , the
death pena lty is considerably more expensive than life imprisonment (Spangen berg
& Walsh, 1989), at least if one maintains a more or less civilized procedure in
imposing this penalty.
The death penalty does provide for special safeguards, hut there exists no
guarantee that the penalty is indeed imposed on the real perpetrator. Bedau and
Radelet identified more than 400 American capita! cases and potential capita! cases
in the twentieth century in which the wrong person was convicted (Bedau &
Radelet, 1987; Radelet, Bedau, & Putnam, 1992). These wrongful convictions
continue to occur (Rade let, Lofquist, & Bedau, 1996). Gross ( 1996) gave an intriguing account of the mechanisms that may cause miscarriages of justice in capita !
cases. He demonstrated that the character istics of these kinds of cases make them
especially prone to produce wrongful convictions. Besides all that, the death
penalty is a racially discriminatory measure, because relatively many nonwhites are
given this punishment(Bowers, 1984), especially ifthe victim was white ratherthan
nonwhite (Baldus, Woodworth, & Pulaski, 1990; Gross & Mauro, 1989) .
Despite the arguments against the death penalty, supporters of capita) punishmen t
exist in all countries. However, the percentage of supporters varies from country
to country .
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SUPPORTFORTHEDEATHPENALTY
Why do people support the death penalty? A very simple explanation would be
that the supporters do not know the arguments against the death penalty or have
been misinformed. However, it is not as simple as that. Former Justice Thurgood
Marshall of the U.S. Supreme Court gave the following explanation in Fzuman v.
Georgia ( 1972) : The population is not well informed on the death penalty; if they
were informed, a large majority would oppose the death penalty; however, to the
extent that support for the death penalty is based on retribution or revenge , more
information does not increase opposition to the death penalty .
Marshall's hypotheses have gamered some empirica) support (Sarat & Vidmar,
1976; Vidmar & Dittenhoffer, 1981). Although Bohm , Clark, and A veni ( 1991)
found that some individuals opposed capita! punishment after becoming informed ,
support rebounded after two to three years (Bohm, Vogel, & Maisto, 1993 ). Thus ,
there is limited support for the assertion that the better informed part of the
population are more opposed to the death penalty. At the same time, retribution
plays a role: If individuals are led by retribution for their support of the death
penalty , information will not influence their point of view . That is obvious, because
the arguments against the death penalty do not address revenge (Hart , 1968,
pp. 71-89) . Sister Helen Prejean, however , has developed the argument that there
is an important difference between deserving to die--which is the essence of the
revenge argument-and the rightto kill . If there are individuals who deserve to die,
that does not compel the conclusion that they must die or that the state has the right
to kill them (Prejean, 1994).
Marshal I' s reasoning has another consequence . It can be expected that , if people
are confronted with hideous crimes and crimes that evoke a desire for revenge
arnong the genera) public, support for the death penalty will grow. In a sense,
Marshall 's arguments may lead to the conclusion that adversaries of the death
penalty are more or less guided by the rationale against executions, while
proponents tend to be guided by the emotions surrounding feelings of revenge
(Ellsworth & Ross, 1983). Thus , the question remains: Why is the support greater
in some countries than in others, and, more importantly , why have some countries
abolished the death penalty while others have not?

METHOD
To develop insight into this question , we undertook some different avenues.
First, we looked at developments in popular support for the death penalty in both
the Netherlands and the Unit ed States, using survey data gathered in these countries
over the years . Second, we analyzed data from a larger number of countries to
reveal differences between countries that still retain the death penalty and countries
that have abolished it. For that, we turned to the Gallup Millennium Survey and the
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Human Development Report. These provided us with data on support for the death
penalty in each country , as well as some measures of the level of education, the
level of democracy, and the level of crime. We would have liked to include a
measure of penal attitude for each country but were unable to identify one.

LEVELSOF SUPPORTIN THE NETHERLANDS
In examining why countries differ in level of support, we took the Netherlands
as exe mplary for Western Europe, where the death penalty has been universally
abolished. Nevertheless, in Western Europe support differs between countries , and
over time: In the Gallup Poll (Gallup Organization , 2000), Norway scored the least
support with 16 percent , white support in the United Kingdom reached 50 percent;
the Netherlands was right in the middle with 35 percent support.
Part of our explanation for different levels of support comes from the extent to
which the genera! public is confronted with or is familiar with the death penalty .
In capita! cases in the United States , for instance, prospective jurors are asked
during vair dire whether they would be willing to consider imposing the death
penalty in that particular case. If they answer this question with a "no ," they are
routinely excused. For the remaining jurors, the fact that they answered this
question with a ''yes " increases the probability that they will indeed convict and
sentence to death in that particular case (Haney, 1984). The reason for the latter
effect is that often a public acknowledgment that one is willing to impose the death
penalty lowers the threshold for in fact imposing it (Ellsworth , 1993; Ellsworth &
Gross , 1994; Thompson, Cowan, Ellsworth, & Harrington, 1984) . Likewise , it can
be expected that, if the population are exposed to the death penalty via media
attention , they are more familiar with it and are more likely to support it. We call
this the "status quo effect": Because Americans have capita) punishment, they think
that it must be effective ( why else would we have it?) and, correspondingly, because
Europeans do not have it, they think that it must be cruel or ineffective (why else
would we have abolished it?).
The same effect may be partly due to the fact that, in countries where the death
penalty is routinely imposed, more individuals have an opinion on the death penalty .
Present-day Dutch , for example, have never encountered an execution in their
country . lf executions occurred with any frequency , a larger part of the population
would form an opinion , and our contention is that , with more executions ,
individuals' opinions move from having "no opinion" to being more Iikely to
support the death penalty. In the United States, the category "neutral " is usually not
more than 10 percent (Maguire & Pastore, 1994; see also Table 3), whereas the
percentage of individuals with "no opinion" in the Netherlands oscillates around 15
percent (see Table 1). Midgley (1974) supported this contention, finding that 57
percent of South Africans supported the death penalty, 40 percent opposed it, and
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only 3 percent were neutral. 1 Tuis line of reasoning, however, is not supported by
the world data (see below).
Table 1
Opinions on the Death Penalty In the Netberlands, Seledcd Yean, 1970-1996 (Percentages)

Against

Neutra!

In favor

1970

SI

13

36

1975

39

17

44

1980

46

16

37

1985

47

13

39

1987

48

14

38

1991

48

17

35

1993

42

16

43

1996

32

16

52

Year of survey

Not,. Da1afrom 1970-1993 an: &omSociaal,,. C"'1wnl Rappo,t /99-1, by Sociaal Culnnel P11111bun:.._1994, Rijswijk , The Ncthcrlands :
Aulhor . Dlla &om1996 are&om 'De Doodslnff."
by P.J . Ylll l{oppal, 1997, lnNederlalttuOwrCriM/,oa//k/1111R.ecltJsJ,andJ,a-,
/11g(pp. 67-74),
by K. Wittebrood,J. A. Michon,and M. J. Ier Voert(&ll .). Dcvcntct,TheNcdlerllllds
: GoudaQuint.

Levels of support vary not only between countries but also within countries over
time. Over the last few decades, the Dutch Sociaal Cultureel Planbureau regularly
surveyed the Dutch population with the question "Should the judge be able to
impose the death penalty for certain crimes?" Between 1970 and 1991, between 3 5
percent and 43 percent of respondents answered ''yes" to this question. In 1996, van
Koppen ( 1997) repeated this survey (N = 1,922) and reported that for the first time
a majority (52 percent) in the Netherlands favored capita! punishment.
Tuis figure needs some explanation before conclusions can be drawn . Similarly
to previous surveys, van Koppen ( 1997) found 16 percent of respondents to be
neutra!. This means that the salience of the death penalty for Dutch citizens has
probably not changed. The dramatic rise in respondents' support for the death
penalty can be explained by examining responses to the follow-up item for
supporters of capita) punishment: "Please name two crimes for which the judge
should be able to impose the death penalty." The results are shown in Table 2.

1
1n thosc days, South Africawasone of the countrics with the highest numbcr of exccutions cach year - more
than 1,100 bctween 1981 and 1990. On Junc 6, 1995, the Constitutional Court dccided in State v. T. Malcwa,ryane
and M. Mchunu (CCT3/94 (6 Junc 1995) 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC)) that the death penalty was at odds with the South
African interim constitution .
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T ab le2
Crimes for Wbicb the Judge Should Be Able to lmpose tlie Deatll Penalty, Among Proponents of the Death
Penalty in the 1996 Survey in the Netlierlands(N • 995)
Percentage of proponents
Murder

54

Incest, child abuse

48

Ser ial killing

44

Rape

19

Drugstra de

4

Kidnapping

3

Something else

8

"Dutro ux," "lilcc in Bclgiurn," etc.

5

Do not know, cannot mention anything
Not, . Percentagesdo not add to 100beCIUleeach respoadcalwu pcrmilledto nanc IWo lypcS orcrime . From "De Doodstraf(" by P. l . van
Koppen, 1997 , in N«krlantb Owr CriMl""1iwil.,, ~;,,g
(pp. 67-74), by K. Wiaebrood,l. A. Michon , -,d M. J. Ier Voert (&Is .),
Deventer, The Netheriands: GoudaQuint.

The most interesting result is the category "something else." In this category ,
combinations of crimes were mentioned, but all 5 percent of the respondents
mentioned the Marc Dutroux case. In 1996, the Belgian police discovered that
Dutrou x had kidnapped a number of children and young wamen. Even while this
art icle is being written in the summer of 2002, it remains unclear how many victims
he killed ; the Dutroux trial is not scheduled to start before 2004. He locked them
in a cellar, abused them, and tortured them for an extended period of time , after
which the victims either were killed or starved to death. The Belgian police saved
two girls just in time. Dutroux apparently committed the crimes in an organized and
barbaric manner, and the discovery ofhis crimes caused much uproar in Belgium .
Public distress in the Netherlands mirrored the Belgian reaction. Part of the public
outrage over this case was related to the extremely incompetent manner in which
the police handled the investigation and the dreadful Jack of cooperation between
the various Belgian police farces.
Because the 1996 survey was administered at the height of the public 's
consciousness over the Dutroux case, the data suggest that this particular crime and
the genera ! call for retribution against "people like" Dutroux contributed to the
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dramatic rise in support for the death penalty in the Netherlands. 2 Thus it can be
hypothesized that, as the uproar on the Dutroux case diminishes, support for the
death penalty will diminish again. The opportunity to test this hypothesis may not
turn up for some time, because it is expected that the case will not come to trial for
several years .
As in other studies, van Koppen ( 1997) found that support for the death penalty
was related to the level of education of the respondents . Support gradually dropped
from 62 percent arnong those with the lowest level of education to 32 percent
among those with the highest level of education . More striking is the reaction of the
politica} elite to the publication of the results of van Koppen's survey. Immediately
after publication, the Minister of Justice, Sorgdrager , stated on television that a
majority support for the death penalty would not in any way induce her to
reconsider the firm Dutch policy of maintaining the abolition of the death penalty.
Spokespersons for all of the politica} parti es in parliarnent concurred .
The political elite seem to play an important role in the abolitionist movement in
Europe . For instance , one firm requirement for membership of countries in the
European Union is that the death penalty has been abolished .
LEVELS OF SUPPORT IN THE UNITED STATES
The reaction of politicians in the United States to capital punishment is markedly
different. Here, political opposition to the death penalty is more risky, although the
recent slippage in public support for capital punishment in the U.S. may be leading
to greater reservations about its use (Atkins v. Virginia, 2002; Kohut, 2001 ).
Katherine Beckett has argued that the widespread politica! support for the death
penalty-and fora tough fight on crime in general-is generated by the political
elite themselves (Beckett , 1997; Beckett & Sasson, 2000; Charnbliss , 1999; Dyer,
2000). The politica} elite, supported by the media, have bolstered an increasingly
punitive crime-control approach to social problems, even in times when both crime
rates and drug use have been dropping . According to Beckett , government policy
on this point has not been shaped by public opinion as much as by the politica! elite.
Perhaps an explanation for the difference between most of the United States and
Western Europe is that, although sometimes a majority of the population in a
European country are in favor of the death penalty, the European politica! elite do
not follow these sentiments , whereas the American politica! elite steer public
opin ion into the direction of being tough on crime. Usually, the proponents of the
death penalty in Europe area minority , although a substantial minority. Because
1
A similar retributive effect was reported recently in the United States. As previously mentioned , the Pew
Center conducted a poll in May 2001, finding that 66 percent of Americans supported capita! punishment, down
from 80 percent in 1994. The same poll reported that 75 percent ofrespondents favored the execution ofüklahoma
bomber Timoth y McVeigh . An April 2001 Gallup poll also reported that 22 percent of Americans who opposed
the death penalty wanted to sec McVeigh executed (Kohut, 2001) . Thus , perhaps the celebrated cases ofDutroux
and McVe igh pique the public 's consciousness and increase retributive support for the death penalty .
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support only periodically reaches a majority (usually after a high-profile case), the
European politica! elite can follow Beccaria's dictum: that the death penalty is
unjust and inefficient.
Some, however, argue that the public debate is gradually shifting toward
abolition in the United States (Radelet & Borg, 2000) . From 1966, support for the
death penalty in the U.S. rose from 42 percent to 80 percent in 1994; since then , it
has steadily declined (see Table 3). This may be caused by, or is at least paralleled
with , a diminishing concern for the level of crime among Americans (see Table 4;
comparable figures are not available for the Netherlands) .
Table3
Attitudes Toward the Death Penalty in the Unitrd States, Selected Years, 1966-2001 (Percentages)
Question : Are you in favor of thedeathpenaltyfora personconvi cted of murder ?
For

Against

No opinion

1966

42

47

Il

1967

54

38

8
9

1969

51

40

1971

49

40

Il

1972

57

32

11

1976

66

26

8

1978

62

27

11

1981

66

25

9

1985

15

17

8

1986

70

22

8

1988

79

16

5

1991

76

18

6

1994

80

16

4

1995

77

13

10

1999

71

22

1

2000

66

26

8

2001

67

25

8

Nole. From ~ Gal/11pPoll, by 111cGallup Orpnizaiion, 2001. Rctrieved June 25, 2001, trom http://www.gallup.com/poll/indicators/
inddeath_pen .asp
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Table 4
Attitudes Toward Level or Crime In the Uilited Statcs, Selcc:ted Ycan, 1989-2000 (Percentages)
Question : Is !here more crime in the U.S. than there was a year ago, or less?

More

Less

Same/no opinion

1989

84

s

Il

1990

84

3

13

1992

89

3

8

1993

87

4

9

1996

71

IS

14

1997

64

2S

Il

1998

52

35

13

2000

47

41

13

Note . From7M Gally Poll, by lheGalh1p0ipniulioll, 2000. lle4riendJuly 20, 1000, frolllhlq,://www .glllup .com/poll/indicllon/inclcrimusp

WORLDWIDE COMPARISON
A worldwide comparison (based on the Gallup International Millennium Survey
and the Human Development Report Office, 1999) reveals differences between
countries, depending on whether a country still retains the death penalty and other
social, educational, and politica! factors. Only countries with sufficient data were
included in the analysis (see the listing at the bottom of Table 5). Based on the
discussion ahove, it can he expected that more developed countries with a better
educated populace and with more democratie participation would have abolished
the death penalty and would have a population who are less in favor of the death
penalty . We added data on the level of crime in these countries in order to control
for the possihility that levels of crime may influence the two dependent variables.
We did univariate analyses with the relevant variables as well as a regression
analysis in which retention or abolition and the level of support were predicted.
The latter was only done with the variables that were significantly related to either
retention versus aholition or the level of support or to both.
As expected, Tahle 5 shows that the population in countries with the death
penalty favor it (62 percent) compared to those in countries without the death
penalty (30 percent). Worldwide data.however, do not support our hypothesis that
countries that are familiar with implementation of the death penalty have fewer "no
opinions" and countries that do not havethe death penalty have more "no opinions."
In fact, 8.4 percent were found to have no opinion in both retentionist and
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abolitionist countries . It should be noted that this finding does not give an
indication of the causa! relationship between retention versus abolition and the level
of support for the death penalty. For that, time series analyses would be needed .
Thus , it may be that the death penalty is retained in a country because of continuin g
public support or that support for the death penalty remains high because the dea th
penalty is retained.
Thurgood Marshall hypothesized that less educated people are more inclined to
favor the death penalty. lt can be expected, then, that countries with a less educat ed
population more often retain the death penalty and have more individual s who are
in favor of its application. On the country level, however , the data are far fro m
clear . Some of the variab)es by which we tried to measure the level of educat ion
in the countries predict retention versus abolition (see Table 5), while others do not.
There is only a significant relationship between the number of scientis ts in a
country and the percentage of the population favoring the death penalty (see Table
6) .3
The role of the political elite, as described above , seems to be supported by th e
worldwide data. In abolitionist countries, a significantly larger number of peopl e
voted in the most recent election than in retentionist countries (see Tab Ie 5). Th e
same type of relationship is found with the percentage favoring the death penalty :
More voters means less support for the death penalty (see Table 6). Mor e
interesting is the relationship that we found between the number of politica) parti es
in the lower or single house of parliament (see Tab Ie 5). Supporting our discussion
above , countries without the death penalty have more politica) parties. Apparently ,
the presence of more parties gives politicians the leeway to be involved in more
nuanced discussions on the death penalty, while single- or dual-party systems pres s
politicians to take firm stances . However, this relation is not very strong; becaus e
of the correlations with the level of education, this relation was not found to be
significant in the regression analysis.
Prevalence of the death penalty and opinions on the death penalty are not related
to the level of reported crime in these countries (see Table 6). Thus , in general ,
more crime does not equate to more proponents of capita) punishment. In fact, th e
one exception that we found in the univariate analyses is in the opposite direction :
More drug crimes means less support for the death penalty.

3

The results do not change ifthe U.S. is excludcd from the analysis .
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Table 5
Relations Bctwcea Appliatiotl of tlle Datk Peaalty In a Cot1atry Hd Otller Co■ntry Varia bles (N • 51)

Means

Univariale analysis

Retcnlionut' Abolitionisr'
Human

developme■ t

lades.

F

df

61.9

43-.S

2.2

1,48

61.S

42.3

12.9

1,49

Regression analysis'

p

p <

p <

.49

1.74

,u

.SI

2.58

.OS

·.84

-2.12

.01

,u

Opiaions on deatll peulty
Percentage favoring death penalty
Percentage against death penalty

.OOI

30.1

49.3

13.0

1,49

1.4

8.4

0.0

1,49

,u

Adult literacy rate, 1997

14.3

92.7

2.1

1,25

,u

Enrollmeot rate primary educalion,
% of relevant age gn,up, 1997

93.2

96.3

0.6

1,38

ns

15.4
Enrollment rate secondaryeducation, % of relevant age group, 1997

11.1

6.0

1,37

.os

Enrollmeot rate tatiary and sc:ience 31.4
eduealion, % of relevant agegroup,

33.3

0.3

1,33

,u

Percentage no opinion
on death penalty

.OOI

-

d

-

d

Ed ■ eatlon

1995

Scientists andtechnicians per 1000,
1990-1996

2.1

2.7

0.8

1,39

,u

.33

1.40

,u

Public expeodilUR on education,
as % ofGNP , 1996

3.9

S. I

4.7

1,46

.os

-.07

-.42

,u

61.8

70.8

3.9

1,44

.OS

.01

.02

,u

5.3

7.1

4.7

1,45

.os

-.27

-1.8S

,u

173.9

267.0

0.7

1,36

,u

Juvenile prisonen per 100,000
population, 1994

6.0

4.4

0.2

1,16

,u

lnlcntional homicides per 100,000
population, 1994

5.9

9.1

0.4

1,38

,u

Drug crimes per 100,000 population, 31.9
1994

106.7

1.8

1,35

,u

-.0 1

-.06

ns

2.8

2.7

1,36

ns

1.31

,u

Democracy
VOlertumout latest election, %
Number of political partjesrq,re•
sented in lower or singlehoux
Cr ime
Prisoners per 100,000 populalion,
1994

Recordcd rapes, in IOOOs
, 1994

13.2

Constant

.so

R2
'Butpri1, Camcroon, J-.
n..i land, Unilcd 51111,s
_

1(-.

ICORI,Fona Y.....

Rq,ulllóc:of Mac<4ooi1, Malaysio, Potislan.Philippincs. Sinppon: . Toiw-.

bAlgcntina,Anncail,Bd-,

&i...,._C--.Cllilc,ColoonN,Ooolil,c-llRq,ul,lóc;,o..-t,e-,Ja.f'riand,F.....,C.-.io,Gamaty
,
"-11, lrdand, haly , l.ávio, Lilbuaia, i-._
Muóc:o, -• Niaena, N«way , Peni, l'oland , llofflanio,
Russi" Fcdention. Skwotia, S,...,
Swltmt-,
..,,.,_ , Unilod Kift&-, U.

Ohana, Hong """'-

s-.

cOnlyoriablcs areindlldcd in rq,reuion Mlfysil ._ wercti&nifica
t • a lilflivari• kvd in cilhefor bothofTllblcs 5 and 6.

"Notineludcd

ia -ysis-•f~

-

·-·

•-

-
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Table 6
Correl■ tions

Wlth Percentage of Popul■ lioe

Favori■&

tlle Deatll Pe■1lty In E■ch Country
Univlri■le ■nalysis

Regression analysis1

r

p <

p

so

.36

.05

.32

1.15

ns

Adult literacy rate, 1/e, 1997

27

-.24

ns

Enrollment rate primary educ■lion, % of relevant
age group, 1997

40

-.01

ns

Enrollment ratc secondary educ■tion, % of relevant
age group, 1997

39

-.23

ns

.47

1.67

ns

Enrollmcnt rate teniary and sciencc cducation,
% of relevant age group, 1995

3S

.08

ns

Scicntists and tcchniciansper 1000, 1990-1996

41

-.36

.05

-.20

-.94

ns

Public expcnditureon cdue■lion, as% of GNP, 1996

48

-.27

ns

-.14

-.84

ns

Votcr tumout latcst clcction, 1/e

,t6

-.39

.01

-.40

-2.67

.05

Nwnbcr of politica!partics representcd in lowcr
or single house

,t7

-.IS

ns

-. 16

-1.52

ns

Prisonm per 100,000population, 1994

38

.21

ns

Juvcnile prisoncrsper 100,000 population, 1994

111

.37

ns

lntcntional homicidcs per 100,000population, 1994

"°

.01

ns

Drug crimes per 100,000 populltion, 1994

37

-.SO

-.32

-1.93

ns

Rccordcd rapes, in IOOOs,1994

38

.20

2.81

.01

N
Human developmeat index

p <

Educ■ tion

Dem0<:ncy

Crime

Constant

R2

.OOI

ns

.46

N.- . See Table S fora list of countries ia lhe lftllysis .
1

0nly vwiables

IR

includcd in rtgRSSion lllllysls dut wm: sipllicanl Il a 11111Y.,_levd in either or boel, ofTobks S and 6.
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CONCLUSION

The United States and Europe, ofwhich we took the Netherlands as an example ,
differ in the percentage of people who usually support the death penalty. We have
argued that a majority of Americans force the politica) elite to support the death
penalty. Because in European countries the supporters of the death penalty usually
form a minority, politicians are not persuaded to put the death penalty on the
politica! agenda, and the politica! elite take the lead in forming the politica) agenda.
In Europe that agenda, with few exceptions, retlects the point of view that the death
penalty should remain abolished , whereas in the United States retention of the death
penalty fits into the predominant politica! support fora tough-on-crime policy . lt
may be that the most important factor in keeping the death penalty out of Europe
and keeping it in the United States is the lead that the politica! elite take , supported
by public sentiments on the death penalty.
By using Thurgood Marshall's hypotheses- that the population are not well
informed on the death penalty , that if they were well informed a large majority
would oppose the death penalty , and that, insofar as support for the death penalty
is based on retribution or revenge , more information does not increase opposition
to the d_eath penalty-we have attempted to explain why capita) punishment is
abolished in some countries and not in others and why there is much more public
support for the death penalty in some countries than in others . Comparing some
relevant characteristics of countries worldwide showed that in retentionist countries
the death penalty is more widely supported than in countries where the death
penalty has been abolished. Inasmuch as we did not find any variables that give a
solid explanation for differences in public support in different countries , such
differences may very well be caused by a status quo effect-"why else would we
have it?" versus "why else would we have abolished it?"
Politicians can play a major role in leading public attitudes on the death penalty .
The remarkable difference in this respect between the Netherlands , where no
politica! party has any inclination to support reintroduction of capital punishment ,
and the United States, where denunciation of capita! punishment is politically risky ,
may be related to differences in the politica! structure of the two countries. Ina
two-party system, politicians seem to be forced to take stronger positions than in
countries with multiple parties. This is further supported by the worldwide data ,
where abolitionist countries are shown to have more politica) parties represented in
the lower house of parliament than retentionist countries.
By way of a hypothesis , we would like to add an observation , which may
additionally explain the differences in support for the death penalty in Europe and
the United States . Let us put this difference under a catchword and say that in the
United States a punitive-retributive philosophy is applied . . From the European
perspective,justice in the United States appears to be much more extreme and much
tougher than what is practiced on the Continent (van Koppen & Penrod, in pres s).
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The American system seems to be much tougher on perpetrators, if one considers
the three-strikes laws (Skolnick, 1995), the use of sentencing guidelines and
mandatory minimum sentences (von Hirsch, 1989), and/or the quality of U.S.
prisons (Vaughn & Smith, 1999). It also involves secondary victimization for
victims and ether witnesses, where, for example, children testify in open court
(Goodman & Bottoms, 1993), a practice that is anathema in the Netherlands . In
such a punitive-retributive culture of criminaljustice, the death penalty fits in much
better than in the more lenient crimina! legal culture of Europe. Under this view,
the death penalty in the United States mirrors the "penal harrn" version of
punishment established here.
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